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Blood vessel formation, during either normal vascular reconstruction or pathogenic tumour
formation, relies upon highly organized cell–cell interactions. Isolating the function of any
particular component of this cell–cell communication is often difﬁcult, given the vast complexity of
communication networks in multicellular systems. One way to address this problem is to analyse
cell–cell communication on the most elementary scale—cell pairs. Here, we describe an integrated
dielectrophoretic (DEP)-microﬂuidic device allowing for such analysis. Single cancer and
endothelial cells (ECs) and cell pairs were patterned using DEP force and cultured within a
minimally stressful microﬂuidic channel network. Controlling both the initial cell positions and
extracellular environment, we investigated cell motility in homo- and heterotypic cell pairs under
diverse conditions. We found that secreted collagen IV and soluble vascular endothelial growth
factor have considerable guidance effect on ECs at the level of two interacting cells. Cell interaction
rules extracted from the experiments of cell pairs were used to mathematically predict branching
patterns characteristic of developing multicellular blood vessels. This integrative analysis method
can be extended to other systems involving complex multicellular interactions.
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Introduction
Cell–cell interactions leading to tissue development and
remodeling frequently involve a small number of cells. This
raises an important question of whether the information
obtained ex vivo on the cell population level, that is, on the
basis of averaged measurements of hundreds or even millions
of cells, is relevant to understanding manyof the physiological
and pathophysiological processes. Although potentially more
pertinent information could be obtained from single cell level
analyses, the corresponding experiments under the usual cell
culture conditions are often hard to interpret due to variable
initial population states and difﬁculties in dealing with poorly
controlled cell distributions. Therefore, the development of
tools allowing an increased degree of control of cell localiza-
tion and the microenvironment holds great promise for
extending our knowledge of a plethora of cell signalling
events.
Current microfabrication technologies offer a convenient
means to precisely control cell–cell and cell–ECM (extra-
cellular matrix) interactions (El-Ali et al, 2006). For instance,
single cells and cell pairs have been precisely patterned
to study the effect of cell–cell contact on cell proliferation
(Nelson and Chen, 2002, 2003) and the effects of the size and
shapeofECMislandsoncellfate(Chenetal,1997).Controlled
cell patterning on larger scales has been achieved by
differentialchemicaltreatmentofthecelladhesionsubstratum
(Kane et al, 1999; Irimia and Karlsson, 2003; Suh et al, 2004;
Veiseh et al, 2004) or by using properties of laminar ﬂow
(Takayama et al, 1999; Khademhosseini et al, 2004).
Dielectrophoretic (DEP) force provides a particularly ﬂex-
ible and robust means for precise cell manipulation and
patterning (Wang et al, 1997). When cells in a medium are
exposed to an electric ﬁeld, both the cells and the surrounding
medium become electrically polarized. If the electric ﬁeld is
notuniform,theforceactingonthepartofthecellexposedtoa
stronger ﬁeld intensity is expected to be greater than the force
acting on the remainder of the cell. The unbalanced forces can
drive the cell towards the maximum (positive DEP) or
minimum (negative DEP) of the electric ﬁeld depending on
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positive and negative DEP force can be used to manipulate
cells (Voldman et al, 2001; Nelson and Chen, 2003; Grey et al,
2004; Lin et al, 2006). For instance, thousands
of single cells in a single microfabricated device could be
precisely patterned using an electrode array generating
positive DEP force on the basis of ‘points-to-lid’ geometry
(Gray et al, 2004).
Microfabricated devices can be used to precisely deﬁne an
extracellular chemical microenvironment with high temporal
and spatial resolution (El-Ali et al, 2006; Melin and Quake,
2007). For example, taking advantage of the fact that ﬂows
in microchannel networks are laminar, one can generate a
precisely deﬁned chemical gradient and temperature steps for
cell stimulation (Lucchetta et al, 2005; Weibel and Whitesides,
2006; Paliwal et al, 2007). Unfortunately, active cell patterning
is rarely combined with the continuous medium control
afforded by the microfabricated devices, limiting one’s ability
to precisely set both the initial experimental conditions and the
cell microenvironment in the ensuing experimentation.
One research area of cell biology that can especially beneﬁt
from the simultaneous control of the initial cell positions
and cell medium during experimentation is the analysis of
endothelialcell(EC)biologyinthecontextofformationofnew
blood vessels. The corresponding processes of angiogenesis
and vasculogenesis are among the most heavily investigated
due to their importance in development, tissue repair and
tumourigenesis. Among many factors regulating angio- and
vasculogenesis, vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF)
and proteins of the ECM appear to have especially prominent
functions (Ferrara, 2004; Adams and Alitalo, 2007). Although
theVEGFfamilyincludesmanymembers,forconvenience,the
initiallyidentiﬁedVEGF(VEGF-A)isstillfrequently referredto
simply as VEGF (the convention also followed in this study).
VEGF binds to several receptors: VEGFR-1, -2, -3 and
neuropilin. Binding of VEGF to VEGFR-2 promotes survival
and migration of ECs and secretion of matrix metalloprotei-
nases (MMPs), and mediates the permeability of blood vessels
(Matsumoto and Claesson-Welsh, 2001). Disruption of VEGF-
mediated signal transduction can lead to the arrest of
angiogenesis, making VEGF inhibitors promising candidates
for cancer therapy (Ferrara, 2004; Herbst and Sandler, 2004).
ECM can also contribute to the formation of new vessels by
controlling cell adhesion, as ECs are highly anchorage
dependent (Folkman, 2007). Cell interaction with the ECM
appears to be highly regulated, exempliﬁed by differential
integrin expression in sprouting versus quiescent ECs (Hana-
han and Weinberg, 2000).
Numerous mathematical models have been proposed to
describe blood vessel formation, particularly in the area of
tumour angiogenesis (Mantzaris et al, 2004). These models
can be placed into two categories as either being continuum
(Gamba et al, 2003; Serini et al, 2003; Di Talia et al, 2006) or
discrete mathematical descriptions. Although both types
of simulations have been successful in describing aspects of
tumour angiogenesis, discrete models have the advantage
of illustrating how simple cell interactions and behaviours can
lead to complex vascular structures.
Earlier models that incorporated individual cell behaviour
described vascular sprout formation by considering the biased
random walk of the leading cell at the tip of a forming vessel
(Stokes and Lauffenburger, 1991; Anderson and Chaplain,
1998). Initiation of new sprouts was based on the assumption
that the branching probability increased as the sprout
approached the tumour. More recent models describe both
tip and stalk cells as discrete entities using the concept of the
cellular Pott’smodel (Glazierand Graner, 1993). The ﬁrst such
study was largely focused on exploring the function of cell
shape and cell contact in the formation of vascular networks
(Merks and Glazier, 2006; Merks et al, 2006). In a more recent
study, the cellular Pott’s model was applied to tumour
angiogenesis to examine a more comprehensive list of factors,
including chemotaxis to growth factors, cell proliferation and
interactions with the ECM(Baueret al, 2007). However, in that
study, the predicted branching patterns were a function of the
imposed heterogeneity in the density of ECM and growth
factor concentration.
In this report, we present a novel device combining the
DEP and microﬂuidic ﬂow-based control of single cell-scale
experiments. We use this device to explore the details of
pairwiseEC–ECandEC–tumorcellinteractions.Weshowthat,
on the scale of single ECs or EC–EC pairs, cell migration speed
and migration patterns may be strongly affected by secreted
collagen and VEGF. Further, we extract a few simple cell–cell
interaction rules from the experiments. We use these rules to
build a model for the evaluation of whether the secretion of
insoluble and soluble cues, such as collagen and VEGF, on the
level of relatively few cells might constitute a sufﬁcient




The main design featureof the described microﬂuidic device is
anarrayofelectrodesallowingfortheuseofpositiveDEPforce
for cell patterning through generation of well-deﬁned electric
ﬁeld maxima. The array is composed of pairs of sharply
triangular indium–tin–oxide (ITO) electrodes facing each
other at a distance of less than 40mm. FEMLAB (now as
COMSOL)simulationsoftheresultantelectricﬁeld(Figure1B)
were conducted to verify that the electric ﬁeld would be
sharply focused around the tips of the triangular electrodes.
We optimized the fabrication process to produce tips smaller
than the average size of a cell (B10 mm); thus, when positive
DEP force is applied, single cells are pulled down from
suspension and positioned at each tip. In this manner, cell
pairs were placed at controlled distances (Figure 1C). In
contrast, designs with tip diameters larger than the size of a
cell often resulted in positioning of multiple cells at each tip.
This design feature may be exploited for other types of
multicellular studies.
The ITO electrode array was reversibly integrated with a
PDMS microﬂuidic device. This allowed for the precise
regulation of the soluble microenvironment and the alteration
of the cell medium composition with minimum perturbation.
Although a number of ﬂuidic layouts can be integrated with
our ITO electrode array, the speciﬁc arrangement of the
channels in the ﬂuidic layer presented in this study followed
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2007). As shown extensively in our previous work, this design
can prevent active ﬂow through the cell-containing areas and
allows for the efﬁcient diffusive transport of nutrients. An
experimentwith Alexa Fluor 594 dyeconﬁrmed that themedia
in the cell-culturing channels can be completely exchanged by
diffusion within an hour (Supplementary Figure 4). This
property can allow for continuous delivery and exchange of
media and minimize the disturbance to the cells as they attach
following the DEP-based patterning. In addition, various
conditions can be quickly imposed on the single cell culture
withoutcausingpotentiallyharmfulshearstress.The abilityto
decouple shear stress from stimulant delivery makes this
microﬂuidic design particularly suitable for studying vascular
biology, as shear stress itself is known to alter EC behaviour.
Additionally, culturing of cells in this device might better
approximate actual in vivo conditions by limiting the cell and
matrix free space above and beside cells. As the distance
between the cell adhesion substratum and the test chamber
‘ceiling’ was 50mm, the accumulation of secreted autocrine
and paracrine factors are enhanced compared with conven-
tional culture conditions where the depth of the medium
overlaying cells is on the scale of millimetres.
We tested the device performance by patterning immorta-
lized human umbilical vein cells (henceforth referred to as
HUVEC for simplicity) constitutively expressing eGFP (Freed-
man and Folkman, 2004) and A549 human lung cancer cells.
As expected, single cells were successfully captured at
approximately 77% of the electrode tips and excess cells were
washed away (Figure 1C and D). Cells were captured
at electrodes in various combinations: HUVEC–HUVEC,
A549–A549, HUVEC–A549 pairs and single HUVEC and
A549 cells (Figure 1E), which was easy to conﬁrm as only
HUVEC cells carried eGFP. When equal proportions of A549
and HUVEC cells were introduced into the device, approxi-
mately 50% of the cell pairs were homotypic and 50% were
heterotypic.BothHUVECandA549cellswerefoundtoadhere,
move and proliferate well in the complete HUVEC culture
medium or its modiﬁcations described below.
Motility of single cells and cells in homotypic
and heterotypic cell pairs
Following the initial cell spreading in HUVEC culture media,
we imaged the motility of live cells diffusively fed by the
‘complete’ (10% fetal bovine serum (FBS)) or the ‘starvation’
(0.5% FBS) HUVEC culture media for 17h (this medium is
expected to have reduced concentrations of growth factors,
including VEGF). Upon preliminary examination of the cell
Figure 1 The dielectrophoretic (DEP)-microﬂuidic device and the cell patterning process. (A) The DEP-microﬂuidic device. The PDMS chip with channel network
(showninblue)is bondedtoglasssubstrate with ITOelectrodes (showninclose-uppictures, scalebar¼100mm). TheITO connection barsleading tothe electrodes are
outlined. (B) Femlab simulation of the electric ﬁeld in the space separating the electrodes, showing convergence of the electric ﬁeld at the electrode tips, the property
used for cell capture. (C) Cell patterning process by positive DEP force (see Supplementary Movie 1). (D) A partial view of four columns of patterned cells from each of
the four channels in (A). (E) Patterned HUVEC–HUVEC pair, HUVEC–A549 pair and a single HUVEC cell in the device after 4h of culturing in the complete medium.
The A549 cell is manually outlined.
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that A549 cells, although viable, well-spread and constantly
exhibiting transient extension of membrane projections,
showed very limited motility and remained essentially
stationary over the duration of the experiment. HUVEC cells,
on the other hand, underwent more extensive cell movements
with serum-dependent qualitative differences. In the complete
medium, cell movements could be roughly grouped into two
classes: (1) highly localized movement in the immediate
vicinity (often with cell–cell contact) of the cancer cell and (2)
extensive ‘tours’ of up to 200mm away, sometimes being into
close vicinity of a single cancer cell located at the adjacent
electrode pair. Virtually without exception, these ‘touring’
cellswereabletoaccuratelyretracetheirpathsandreturnback
to the original locations near the cancer cell partners. The
‘touring’ cell behaviour was present, but much less extensive
and less frequent in the starvation medium, with cells
nevertheless moving vigorously around the cancer cell
partners.
We next contrasted this behaviour with movement of single
HUVEC cells without a cell partner or cells in HUVEC–HUVEC
pairs.Wefoundthat singleHUVECcellsunderwentapparently
random movement in both types of media, with trajectories
spanning larger distances in the complete media (Figure 2B
and E). Trajectories of cells in HUVEC–HUVEC pairs were
similar to trajectories of single HUVECs, although cells in pairs
were rarelyseparatedbylarger than a single cell diameterover
the course of the experiment (Figure 2C and F). The
asymmetrical nature of cell trajectories in A549–HUVEC pairs
was further evidenced by higher directionality (anisotropy of
the trajectory as a whole, see Materials and methods) of cell
locomotion compared with single HUVEC cells or cells in
HUVEC–HUVEC pairs (Figure 4E). For example, with starva-
tion medium, the directionality for HUVECs in A549–HUVEC
pairs is 3.4±0.44, in comparison with 2.2±0.27 (P¼0.05,
standard T-test) and 2.5±0.66 (P¼0.33, standard t-test) for
single HUVEC cells and cells in HUVEC–HUVEC pairs,
respectively, with the difference not statistically signiﬁcant in
the latter case. Of note, A549 cells can secrete VEGF, especially
in response to hypoxia/hyperoxia (Shenberger et al, 2007).
The increase of the directionality for HUVEC in A549–HUVEC
pairs might therefore arise from the VEGF gradient around
A549 cells.
Effect of VEGF inhibitor on motility of single cells
and cell pairs
To further explore the nature of the differences among cell
movement trajectories in different cell pairings, we explored
whether VEGF signalling (Figure 3), previously implicated in
cancer-EC interactions leading to angiogenesis, might be a
controlling factor. Inhibition of VEGF-mediated receptor
activation did not signiﬁcantly affect cell movement in
A459–HUVEC pairs but, surprisingly, had a dramatic effect
on the movement of single HUVEC cells and cells in HUVEC–
HUVEC pairs (5mM of the VEGF inhibitor CBO-P11 in
starvation media was supplied through the side channels
throughout the experiment). In particular, the directionality of
cell movement increased from 2.2±0.27 to 4.3±0.57 for
single HUVECs (P¼0.01, standard T-test) and from 2.5±0.66
to 6.1±0.97 for cells in HUVEC pairs (P¼0.006, standard
t-test),withtrajectoriesbecomingstraighterandcellsretracing
their paths more frequently and precisely (Figure 4D). More-
over, movements of cells in HUVEC pairs became more
correlated, with cells synchronizing their back-and-forth
movement in apparent oscillations (Figure 3D). To verify the
effect of VEGF on cell migration, we also performed a similar
experiment with the anti-VEGFR 2 antibody (MAB3572). We
found that addition of 250ng/ml of the antibody into the
starvation medium altered the directionality of the cell
trajectories in a manner very similar to the effect of the VEGF
inhibitor (Supplementary Figure 5).
The inﬂuence of VEGF on ECs can be pleiotropic. In
particular,ithasbeenimplicatedasamitogen,chemoattractant,
Figure 2 Sample trajectories of HUVECs incubated in different continuously replenished media for 17h. Cells were provided with complete HUVEC culture medium,
(A–C)or starvation medium, (D–F).Trajectories of cells inHUVEC–A549 pairs (A,D), single HUVECs (B,E) or cells inHUVEC–HUVEC pairs (C, F) are juxtaposed for
comparison, The red and green dots represent the starting location of A549 and HUVEC cells, respectively. Scale bar¼50mm.
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survival factor (Lee et al, 2007). The last two functions might
have important implications for cell locomotion and, thus,
affect interpretation of the ﬁndings reported above. Indeed,
ECs can secrete collagen IV (Kramer et al, 1984), which can be
degraded by VEGF-induced MMPs (Coussens and Werb, 1996;
Figure 3 The effect of inhibition of VEGF signalling. (A–C) Sample trajectories of HUVECs during a 17h time course in the presence of a VEGF inhibitor in starvation
medium. (A) Trajectories of HUVECs in HUVEC–A549 pairs. The red and green dots represent the starting location of A549 and HUVEC cells, respectively.
(B) Trajectories of single HUVECs. (C) Trajectories of HUVECs in HUVEC–HUVEC pairs. (D) Time lapse imaging of a HUVEC–HUVEC pair illustrating oscillatory
change in the distance between cells (Supplementary Movie 3). Scale bar¼50mm.
Figure 4 The effect of blocking cell–ECM interaction. (A–C) Trajectories of HUVECs in HUVEC–A549 pair, single HUVEC and HUVEC–HUVEC pairs, respectively,
duringa17htime course inthe presence of ananti-collagenIVantibody instarvation medium.(D)Changeindistance betweenHUVECs inHUVEC–HUVEC pairs over
the same time course. Distance between cells was measured as the distance between their centroids determined using the GFP ﬂuorescence images, with the distance
at time 0h taken to be 0. Error bar represents s.e.m. (n¼5 pairs inall cases). (E) Directionality of HUVEC trajectories for cells incubated in the complete HUVEC culture
medium (black), starvation medium (red), starvation medium supplemented with VEGF inhibitor (green), starvation medium supplemented with anti-collgen IV antibody
(blue). P-values shown are obtained from the t-test.
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guidance cues for cell locomotion. We therefore hypothesized
that (1) HUVEC cells secrete components of ECM, including
collagen, in the context of our experiment, that is, on the scale
of one or two cells; (2) secreted ECM can serve as a guidance
cue allowing, in particular, retracing by cells of signiﬁcant
segments of their trajectories; (3) VEGF might modify the
guidance effects of ECM by serving as chemoattractant and by
modifying cell sensitivity to ECM, for example, through
affecting MMP secretion. The last hypothesis is consistent
withtheeffectsofVEGFsignallinginhibitiononthemovement
of single HUVEC cells and HUVEC cells pairs described above.
The lack of signiﬁcant effect of VEGF inhibition on cell
movement in A459–HUVEC pairs might reﬂect attractive
interaction between these cells that is independent of VEGF.
HUVEC cells can follow secreted collagen trails
To test the above-mentioned hypotheses, we examined the
deposition of collagen IV on the cell substratum, the effect of
blocking collagen IV by an anti-collagen IV antibody and the
corresponding change in the average cell speed over time.
In-device staining of the cell migration surface with anti-collagen
IVantibody after a live-cell imaging session revealed collagen
IV ‘footprints’ (Supplementary Figure 6). Stacked epiﬂuores-
cent images of HUVEC cells were also obtained by overlaying
images over the course of the 17h experiment. The outline of
the collagen footprints displayed good correspondence to the
overlaid cell positions for all cell combinations in the
starvation medium. This result suggests that collagen IV is
indeed secreted by the cells over the duration of experiment.
We next tested the ability of anti-collagen IV antibody to
block interactions between cells and ECM. We exploited an
advantage of this experimental design, that is, the ability to
reseed cells for the follow-up experiment directly onto the
collagen footprints left by cells from the ﬁrst experiment
stained with anti-collagen IVantibody. We found that HUVECs
adhered to footprints at a much lower frequency and were not
able to fully spread, indicating that antibody had indeed
blocked the potential adhesion sites on both collagen IV and
ﬁbronectin (Supplementary Movie 4).
We then used the blocking property of the anti-collagen
antibody to further investigate the inﬂuence of collagen IVon
cell motility. We continuously supplied 0.125mg/ml of the
antibody in the culture medium during the cell patterning and
culturing experiments. The resultant cell trajectories were, for
the most part, longer and more persistent compared with the
corresponding experiments without the antibody treatment,
but displayed less frequent and extensive trajectory retracing
periods (Figure 4). The directionality of cell movement
increased from 2.2±0.27 to 5.6±1.1 for single HUVECs
(P¼0.03, standard t-test) and from 2.5±0.66 to 5.3±1.2 for
cells in HUVEC pairs (P¼0.05, standard t-test). The resultant
cell separation was more extensive, which was strikingly
reiterated by the rapid increase of the average inter-cell
distance in HUVEC cell pairs after approximately 6h of
incubation in cell starvation medium complemented with the
antibody. This was markedly distinct from a much more
moderate increase in the average cell separation in pure
starvation medium or the starvation medium complemented
with the VEGF inhibitor. Longer, more persistent trajectories
also led to an increase in the directionality of cell movement in
the presence of the antibody for single HUVEC cells and
HUVEC cell pairs, although directionality was not signiﬁcantly
altered for A549–HUVEC pairs. These results were consistent
with a gradual deposition of collagen IV by migrating cells
followed by binding of anti-collagen antibody, which in turn
shielded the potential cell adhesion sites (both on collagen IV
and other ECM components) decreasing the ability of cells to
retrace their trajectories.
Biphasic cell speed variation with time
We next examined changes in the average cell speed over the
duration of the experiment as a function of time and the
incubationconditions.Wefoundthatinthecompletemedium,
cells in all combinations have reached the maximum speed
values (ranging from 0.6mm/min for A549–HUVEC to 1mm/
min for cells in HUVEC–HUVEC pairs) between 8 and 10h,
with a subsequent moderate but not statistically signiﬁcant
slow-down (Figure 5). Cell behaviour under starvation
conditions was very similar, with two exceptions: (a) the
maximum speeds were markedly lower (ranging from 0.3mm/
min for HUVEC–HUVEC to 0.6mm/min for A549–HUVEC cell
pairs); (b) opposite of what was observed in the complete
medium, the cells in A549–HUVEC cell pairs and single
HUVECs moved signiﬁcantly faster than cells in HUVEC cell
pairs(Figure5). Inastriking contrast tocell behaviour inthese
two media, in the starvation medium complemented with the
VEGF inhibitor, cells underwent a dramatic slow-down of cell
movement at 4–6h in all cell combinations, to speeds of
0.1–0.2mm/min. The speed decrease was not due to deterior-
ating cell health, as the vast majority (over 95%) of cells were
determined to be viable both by normal cell morpho-
logy and results of live/dead assay (data not shown). This
suggests that VEGF inhibition does not potentiate cell death
during the time course of our experiments, thus affecting cell
speed more directly.
The deceleration observed at later stages of cell movement
in all media types was consistent with the hypothesized
increase in secretion of ECM components, including collagen
IV, as cell speed is known to depend biphasically on the
concentration of extracellular matrix proteins, decreasing at
higherECMdensitiesafterreachingtheoptimalspeed(Palecek
et al, 1997). To further verify this, we reseeded HUVECs into a
chip preused for a 17h experiment in a complete medium,
which was then stripped of the cells. Unlike that in the
experiment shown in Supplementary Movie 4 and described
above, we did not stain collagen IV footprints with the anti-
collagen antibody. Thus cell adhesion and spreading were not
compromised, allowing us to detect and analyse cell move-
ments. We observed, in sharp contrast to the results shown in
Figure 5A, that the average cell speed started to decrease from
the very beginning of cell movement, ultimately reaching a
very low value of 0.1–0.2mm/min (Supplementary Figure 7).
This observation further conﬁrmed that cells responded to
absolute collagen concentration by altering their speed: the
speed can increase to an optimal level and then decrease, as
the collagen concentration increases.
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presence of VEGF inhibitor further suggested that collagen IV
accumulated faster under this condition, possibly because of
lower degradation rate (e.g., due to low MMP secretion). This
further suggested the way VEGF might decrease ECM-
mediated guidance by promoting ECM (collagen in particular)
degradation, and thus decreasing availability of cell-secreted
ECM as a cue. The same effect would be expected from other
means of decreasing collagen availability. For instance, in the
presenceoftheanti-collagenIVantibody,agradualblockageof
celladhesionsitesonthesubstratummightoccur,assuggested
above, leading to less efﬁcient traction forces and thus
decreasing average cell speed. Indeed, in the presence of the
anti-collagenantibody,theaveragecellspeedalsosigniﬁcantly
decreased at later stages of cell movement (Figure 5).
Agent-based model predicting vascular bed
patterning
Taken together, the experimental observations described
above suggested a set of rules governing the coordinated
movement of HUVECs, either as isolated cells or within cell
pairs:
  HUVECs secrete appreciable amounts of ECM components,
including collagen, on the scale of one or two cells;
  secreted ECM components can serve as a guidance cue on
the same scale allowing, in particular, for retracing by cells
of signiﬁcant segments of their own trajectories;
  cells respond to absolute collagen concentration by altering
their speed: the speed can increase to an optimal level and
then decrease, as the collagen concentration progressively
increases;
  HUVECs secrete VEGF, which modiﬁes the guidance effects
of ECM, possibly by promoting ECM degradation;
  HUVECs respond to the absolute VEGF concentration by
progressively losing their sensitivity to ECM (e.g., collagen)
guidance; as the concentration of VEGF increases, cell
movement along collagen tracks left by other cells becomes
more erratic.
Agent-based modelling can allow one to test whether a
set of rules describing responses of individual agents (e.g.,
representing living cells) might generate complex emergent
properties when many agents are allowed to interact. It is
generally observed that even few simple rules might lead to
complex interactions by the agents, leading to complex agent
population behaviour. Therefore, we explored whether an
agent-based model incorporating the simple rules formulated
above could reproduce some aspects of self-organization of
ECs during angiogenesis, including branched geometry
frequently associated with a vascular tree. Indeed, with one
additionalwidelyacceptedassumption—ECsrespondtoVEGF
gradient by chemotactically moving towards the higher
concentration (Lamalice et al, 2007; Barkefors et al, 2008)—
our simulation succeeded in recapitulating formation of a
continuous and progressively branched vascular sprout
(Figure 6 and Supplementary Movie 5). In the agent-based
model, cells derived from a source representing existing blood
vessels participating in angiogenesis were assumed to
dissociate from the blood vessel and move in response
to VEGFand ECM cues, as assumed above, as well as undergo
periodic cell division. The tumour cells were not described
explicitly, as we wanted to model mass or relatively passive
tumour cells, and thus represented their effect by a simulated
VEGF gradient. As model cells progressed through the
available spatial computational domain, they deposited
collagen providing new ECM-based cues for themselves and
cells in their neighbourhoods. The collagen trails left behind
by the leading cells were sufﬁcient to direct the movement of
the follower cells as they approached the VEGF source until
arrival in the area where the ambient VEGF concentration
substantially reduced their sensitivity to ECM. In this area,
stochastic ﬂuctuations in the directional guidance of cells by
Figure 5 HUVEC migration speed. (A) Migration speed of HUVECs during a 17h time course for cells incubated with indicated media. Each point represents the
average of the speed values for all cells of a speciﬁc type at the indicated conditions binned within 1h time intervals. (B) The average cell migration distance from
the initial location during the same time course for HUVECs in HUVEC–A549 pairs (red), single HUVECs (green), HUVECs in HUVEC–HUVEC pairs (blue). Error bars
represent s.e.m. (n¼7–12 cells in each case with 6 speed measurements per hour binned, yielding a sample size of 42–72 for each plotted data point).
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new branches, a characteristic common to developing blood
vessels during angiogenesis (Figure 6A) As cells travelled
along the existing ECM trails, the pattern of ECM became
reinforced and closely resembled the ultimate cellular pattern
(Figure 6B).
Overall, the simulations described above show that the
application of simple rules derived from the analysis of
individual cells and cell pairs can lead to more complex and
organized structures on the scale of multiple cells. One of the
more surprising results of the experimental analysis has been
the ability of single cells to secrete, over a rather limited time
course, enough of collagen IV to control their own trajectories
and the trajectories of the neighbouring cells. We therefore
studied how the results of the simulations would change
if either the assumed rate of ECM (e.g., collagen) secretion or
cell sensitivity to ECM were varied. We found that the
predicted vascular patterns were very sensitive to both these
parameters resulting either in a severe decrease in branching
and thus tissue vascularization, if the values were high, or in a
dramatic increase in branching and progressive vessel
structure disorganization, when the parameter values were
low (Figure 7). These results imply that guidance by collagen
or other ECM components can be deﬁned by optimal values of
collagen secretion and by collagen sensitivity of individual
cells, and that these parameters can be used to alter the
structure of developing vascular bed, for example, through
VEGF signalling.
Discussion
In this report, we describe a novel assay system combining
the advantages of DEP and microﬂuidics for the analysis
of interactions in homotypic and heterotypic cell pairs.
The device allows one to initially pattern arrays of cell
pairs and single cells with precisely controlled distances
between the cells both within a pair and between cell pairs.
This ensures a better controlled uncoupling of the inﬂuences
of the immediate cell neighbour from more general cell
population effects. Importantly, owing to diffusion-based
medium exchange in the area of cell residence within
the device, the distributions of the diffusible signalling
molecules secreted by the cells are expected to be minimally
perturbed, enabling analysis of long-term cell interaction
behaviour, while ensuring continuous supply of fresh
nutrients and other essential medium components. The
ability to obtain different combinations of cells, including
single cells and homo- and heterotypic cell pairs, makes the
comparison of different types of cell interactions internally
controlled.
The designof the DEPcomponent of the deviceis based on a
planer electrode array, and is more easily fabricated compared
with previous positive DEP devices (Gray et al, 2004).
Fabricating the electrode array as a transparent ITO layer
coated on a glass substrate allowed us to avoid blocking the
view of live cells, and thus permitted using conventional
inverted microscope; thus all cell patterning, stimulation and
monitoring of live cell response could be performed in the
same experiment, in the same device. The diffusion-based
microﬂuidic channel network, precisely aligned with the
electrode arrays, has the advantage of minimal perturbation
of cell position due to negligible active ﬂow through the cell
containing area, as demonstrated previously (Paliwal et al,
2007). In combination, the DEP and microﬂuidic ﬂow control
capabilities endowed us with the capacity to analyse cell
movements over extended periods of time from precisely
deﬁned initial positions. The new experimental capabilities
afforded by this device can facilitate studies aimed at
elucidating the details of autocrine, paracrine and juxtacrine
cell–cell communications occurring over long-term cell
culturing within a controlled cell microenvironment. These
Figure 6 Time evolution of simulated cell and collagen patterns on the basis of the rules inferred from endothelial cell–cell interactions investigated in this study.
Simulations were carried out for 50 time steps according to the rules speciﬁed in the Materials and methods section. Collagen and VEGF sensitivity factors were set at
a¼100 and b¼150, respectively. (A) Cell patterns. (B) Collagen patterns shown for scaled concentrations.
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multitude of problems in signal transduction and cell–cell
communication.
Using this device, we analysed the motion of single cancer
and ECs as well as pairs of these cells, under a range of
conditions. Our ﬁndings suggest that ECs can be strongly
affected by secreted ECM components and VEGF, both of
which can inﬂuence cell migration. Secreted, substratum-
adherent collagen IV and, possibly, other secreted ECM
components appear to endow HUVECs with positional
memory, allowing them to retrace portions of their trajectories
or follow the trajectories of other HUVECs, an effect masked
by VEGF under starvation conditions. In addition to the
inhibition of VEGF, presence of a neighbouring cancer cell in a
cell pair appeared to increase the positional memory in EC
movements, in a VEGF-independent manner. VEGF inhibition
also led to coupling of trajectories of two neighbouring ECs,
with their movements becoming coordinated and aligned,
often (and on average) evolving into an oscillation-like
pattern, in which cells periodically approached one another.
Alternatively, cells often followed each other, occasionally
with three or more cells following each other in a tandem
formation.
The biphasic change in the average cell speed over time
suggests that the secreted matrix can also affect the rate of cell
locomotion. Indeed, the biphasic nature of the effect of the
ECM density on cell speed has long been known (Palecek et al,
1997), thus progressive accumulation of the matrix compo-
nents might differentially inﬂuence cells over time. The
decrease in speed was much more dramatic in the presence
of the VEGF inhibitor, although the maximum speed achieved
under this condition and the time at which the maximum
speed was achieved were similar to those found in the absence
of the drug. This suggests that the effect of VEGF is more
pronounced at later time points (4h into the experiment),
possibly because a prolonged period of time is necessary for
VEGF accumulation within the cell residence chambers.
Indeed, the estimated approximate time of accumulation of
a diffusive substance similar to VEGF (D B10
 7cm
2/s) over
the characteristic distance of 100mm is approximately 3–5h
(Squires and Quake, 2005). Alternatively, if the effect of VEGF
is indirect, for example, due to modulation of the effect of
collagen, the delayed effect of VEGF inhibition could indicate
the need for a gradual collagen accumulation. Consistent with
this possibility, addition of an anti-collagen antibody led to a
substantial reductioninthe averagecell speedatlaterstages of
cell movement, probably due to shielding of both the collagen
IV binding sites and the bindings sites of other ECM
components by the antibody molecules binding to the
gradually accumulating newly secreted collagen IV. This
experiment suggested that the effects of collagen IVaccumula-
tion are more prominent at later time points (5–7h into the
experiment), consistent with a rapid increase in the average
cell–cell distance in HUVEC pairs observed at this time in the
presence of the antibody (Figure 4).
Vascular endothelial growth factor shapes developing
vascularnetworksthrough avarietyof mechanisms, including
those regulating cell proliferation and migration. EC migration
can also be affected by haptotaxis in complex ﬁelds of ECM
components. The interactions between these two prominent
Figure 7 Inﬂuence of simulation parameters on cell pattern formation. Sensitivity to collagen was varied from left to right as a¼25, 100 and 200. Collagen secretion
rate was varied from top to bottom as 0.005, 0.02 and 0.08.
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suggest that, on the level of one or a few ECs, VEGF inhibition
can increase the guidance function of the secreted ECM
components and thus can enhance the auto- and cross-
coordination of cell movement that might be crucial for
forming well-organized vascular networks.
The agent-based model presented in this study further
supported the predictions of importance of ECM-based cell
guidance. The simulation rules that governed the behaviour of
cells were limited to chemotaxis towards a VEGF source,
hapotaxis in collagen (or possibly other ECM components),
secretion of collagen and proliferation. Unlike most existing
agent-based models of angiogenesis (for example, the models
described in Introduction), neither speciﬁc rules that might
constrain branch formation nor predeﬁned heterogeneities in
the ECM were required for the evolution of vascular branch-
ing. Of course, the presented model neglects many other
important cell–celland cell–matrix interactions,but it is all the
more striking that a very simple set of rules is sufﬁcient to
generate a wealth of patterns bearing similarity to the
geometric complexities of the angiogenic vascular beds.
Overall, our model further illustrates that the factors that
inﬂuence the interaction of cells at the level of a cell pair, such
as the secretionof collagen IV, shown here experimentally, can
provide insight into the mechanism for the formation of more
complex multicellular structures. In a more general sense, use
of such models might be a convenient way to scale up the
observations from limited numbers of cells into a predicted
behaviour of multicellular ensembles and tissues, determining
in the processes whether further assumptions describing
multicell community effects might be needed to elucidate
tissue behaviour, or whether a fully reductionist approach can
be used.
It may be interesting to contrast our ﬁndings with the recent
observationsthattheNotchpathwayactivationinECs,leading
to inhibition of VEGFR, is essential for correct formation of
vascular microbeds, in part through a decrease in excessive
vessel branching (Noguera-Troise et al, 2006; Ridgway et al,
2006). Our results suggestthat theNotch-mediated decreasein
VEGFactivity may increase the ECM-mediated coordination of
cell movement and thus might decrease excessive and
inappropriate formation of new sprouts.
One of the more surprising ﬁndings of our analysis was that
the effects of the cancer cells in pairs with ECs on EC speed and
trajectory directionality were minor and mostly statistically
insigniﬁcant. This was counter to our initial expectations that
cancer cells, by virtue of secreting chemoattractant growth
factors, such as VEGF, would signiﬁcantly affect the movement
of the neighbouring ECs. We believe that our results imply that
the attractive effect of cancercells (or more speciﬁcallyalveolar
basalepithelialcarcinomacellsusedinthestudy)mightrequire
collective rather than a single cell inﬂuence on stromal cells
(e.g., the cells of endothelium). Alternatively, further alteration
ofthecellmediummightenhancethecancercelleffects, that is,
through the induction of local hypoxia.
The results presented above argue that the methodology
allowing efﬁcient patterning of homotypic and heterotypic cell
pairs as well as single cells might help unravel interactions
occurring in more complex cell ensembles, including animal
and human tissues. This scale of analysis can reveal whether
the interactions occurring on this smallest scale can be
sufﬁcient to explain collective cell behaviour, or further
assumptions are needed to reﬂect the cumulative effect of cell
numbers.Weforeseethenthatthemethodologyproposedhere
will ﬁnd a wide use in the hands of researchers interested in
hierarchical cell–cell interactions underlying complex tissues
formation in both health and disease.
Materials and methods
Cell culture and reagents
Immortalized human umbilical vein cells (a generous gift from
Dr Folkman, Massachusetts General Hospital) and described by
Freedman and Folkman (2004) were cultured in EGM-2 medium
(basal medium plus a supplemental kit from Cambrex, USA)
supplemented with 5% heat-inhibited FBS. According to the vendor,
VEGF concentration in this medium is between 1 and 10ng/ml. A549
human lung cancer cells (ATCC, USA) were cultured in F12/HAM
(Gibco) supplemented with 10% FBS and 1% penicillin–streptomycin
solution (Gibco). Both cell lines were cultured at 371C and in
the presence of humidiﬁed 5% CO2/air atmosphere. VEGF inhibitor
CBO-P11waspurchasedfromCalBioChem(EMDBiosciencesInc.,USA).
VEGFR 2 antibody (MAB3572) was purchased from R&D Systems. The
details of cell coculture experiments can be found in the text. Live/dead
cell assay kit (L3224) was purchased from Invitrogen (USA).
Device design and fabrication
The fabrication procedure is shown in Supplementary Figure 1.
ITO-coated 0.7mm glass slides (Structure Probe Inc.) were used to
form an ITO transparent electrode array on glass substrate. According
to the information obtained from the vendor, the thickness of the ITO
layer is 120–160nm, with a total resistance of 8–10Ohms/cm
2. The
transmittance was greater then 83%. The glass slides were cleansed
with acetone and IPA and then coated with S1813-positive photoresist
(Shipley, USA). A high-resolution—20000d.p.i.—transparency mask
(CAD/Art Services Inc.) with the design of the triangular electrode
array(Figure1A)wasusedforUVpatterning.Afterdevelopmentofthe
photoresist layer, the ITO layer was etched by Tin oxide etchant TE100
(Transene Company Inc.) for about 10min. Four electrode columns
were connected to two base bars for external electric connection
(Figure 1A). The triangular electrode design was chosen after
simulation with FEMLAB for several different structures and was
found that this design can effectively form ﬁeld maxima around the
electrodetips(Figure1B),soastocapturenomorethanasinglecellon
each tip using positive DEP force.
The microﬂuidic channel network was based on the design
previously described by Paliwal et al (2007), whose performance
was further simulated using FEMLAB. Simulations conﬁrmed that
culture media are expected to ﬂow through the side channels, and
chemicals contained therein diffuse into the test channels connecting
the side channels (Supplementary Figure 2). Shear stress on the cells
positioned in the test channels was minimized. The microﬂuidic
network was fabricated by casting PDMS onto a SU8 mould. SU8-2025
(Microchem Inc.) was spin-coated on a silicon wafer at 1750r.p.m. to
getathicknessofabout50mm.TheSU-8layerwasthenpatternedwith
another transparency mask and developed to form the microchannel
network mold (Supplementary Figure 1). The mold with PDMS was
baked at 801C for 1.5h. PDMS was then peeled off from the mold,
cutted,drilled with inlet/outlet holes and ﬁnallybonded withthe glass
slidewith the electrodearray. Thedevicewas bakedat 851C overnight.
Figure 1A shows the ﬁnal device.
The gaps between electrode tips were varied, but always less than
40mm. This distance was chosen so that cells in a pair captured by
electrodesfacingeachotherwouldformacontactafterfullyspreading,
and the initial distance between cells in a pair could be taken to be
zero. There were 240 electrodes total in four channels (60 electrodes
per channel). The ﬂuidic channels for cell culturing were 0.8mm wide
and 4mm long.
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Before cells were introduced into the chip, the substrate was coated
with 100mg/ml ﬁbronectin in 0.01M HCl for 30min. Solutions of
gelatin (0.1%), collagen (10 and 100mg/ml) and ﬁbronectin (10 and
100 mg/ml)atdifferentconcentrationsweretestedascoatingmaterials.
Itwasfoundthat100mg/mlﬁbronectinwasoptimalforcellattachment
on the substrate (data not shown). The channels were then washed
with solution made of 90% DEP medium (0.3Osm sucrose solution
with 1% FBS and 20mM HEPES, pH 7.4) and 10% HUVEC culture
medium.Cellswere detachedfromcell-cultureﬂasksandresuspended
in200ml of DEP mediumat the densityof 2.0 10
5cells/ml (Grayet al,
2004), then introduced into the device through the cell-seeding ports
(see Figure 1A). After the cells entered the channels, an AC electrical
potentialof4Vppat3MHzgeneratedbyafunctiongenerator(33220A,
Agilent) was applied to the electrodes. The frequency of 3MHz was
chosen to achieve the value of the polarization factor maximizing the
positive DEP force (Gascoyne et al, 1997). The ﬂow of this medium
continued until every electrode tip captured one or several cells. Then
the ﬂow was reversed and the solution was changed to 90% DEP
medium/10% culturing medium to wash away weakly adhering cells,
in most cases leaving no more than one cell per electrode tip.
A concentration of 10% culturing medium was found not to dramatically
change the properties of the DEP, but to nevertheless allow the cells to
attach on the surface faster after patterning. The ﬂow and electrical
supply were then stopped and cells were allowed to attach in this
solution for about 40min at 371C. Cells were then continuously
perfused with the culture medium through the feeding ports (see
Figure 1A) and cultured at 371C and in the presence of humidiﬁed 5%
CO2/air atmosphere on the stage of a Zeiss inverted microscope
(Axiovert 200M). Phase-contrast and/or ﬂuorescence images of live
cells were taken using a cascade CCD camera (Photometrics) attached
to the microscope with an objective of  10 or  20 (NA¼0.4)
(SupplementaryMovie2).Inallexperiments,cellimageswerevisually
examined before analysis, and occasional instances of cells displaying
morphology changes characteristic of apoptosis (alteration of mor-
phology, shedding of plasma membrane and initiation of disintegra-
tion) were excluded from analysis.
In-chip ﬂuorescent immunostaining
Rabbit polyclonal anti-collagen IV antibody ab21295 and secondary
goatanti-rabbit antibodyAlexaFluor 594were purchasedfromAbcam
and Molecule Probes (Invitrogen, USA), respectively. For in-chip
immunostaining of the cell-secreted collagen-IV, trypsin was ﬁrst
ﬂowed into the chip to remove cells. After blocking with 10% goat
serum/PBS,thedevicewasincubatedwith1:100primaryanti-collagen
IVantibody followed by 1:200 secondary antibody.
Cell trajectories and their directionalities
To obtain cell trajectories, HUVEC cells in ﬂuorescent image sequence
were segmented using Matlab functions (version 7.2, MathWorks).
Centroids of the segmented cells were recorded. A trajectory follows the
movement of the centroid in an image sequence. Cell trajectories were
assembled randomly with respect to each other but preserving their
orientation with respect to electrode geometry in Figures 2–4 The
envelopes of cell trajectories were ﬁtted with the ellipse formula:
(x/a)
2þ(y/b)
2¼1 in appropriate coordinates, and the resultant ratio of
the major (a)t om i n o r( b) axes was used as the measure of directionality
of the cell path. The directionality metric thus corresponds to the
eccentricity of the ellipse ﬁtting the data. Trajectory data were imported
into Matlab and following standard functions were used: objects.Major-
AxisLength and objects.MinorAxisLength. Cell speed was determined by
dividing the travel distance of centroid between two time points over the
corresponding time interval and averaged over an hour.
Agent-based model of EC migration and vascular
bed patterning
The agent-based model presented here is constructed on a ﬁxed (NxN)
two-dimensional square grid, throughout which cells are modelled as
discrete entities. Each cell occupies a single node within the grid.
Interactions between cells and their environment are described by
considering a four-section neighbourhood consisting of adjacent
northern,southern,easternandwesternnodes(SupplementaryFigure
2A).Cellsenterthecomputationaldomainfromthecentreofthelower
portion of the grid and are exposed to a linear gradient of VEGF
(Supplementary Figure 2B). The concentrations of collagen and VEGF
are scaled from 0 to 1. Cell movement and behaviour is based on a
biased random walk according to the following rules inferred from the
experimental results, as discussed in the text:
1. The decision whether a cell moves or remains in the same location
during each time step is dependent on the local concentration of
collagen (or, possibly, other ECM components). The probability of
movement is set such that either very low or very high
concentrations of collagen result in a lower chance of movement.
Intermediate collagen concentrations result in the highest prob-
ability of cell movement. The corresponding function is shown in
Supplementary Figure 3.
2. Cellscanmoveinoneoffourdifferentdirections(north,south,east
and west). Each cell is biased to move towards the direction of
greatest collagen concentration within its neighbourhood. In
addition, cells are also driven to move up the imposed VEGF
gradient. A cell’s sensitivity to VEGF is described using a binomial
function (Fv) with an integer weighting factor b (equation (1)).
Sensitivitytocollagenwasdescribedbyasimilarbinomialfunction
(Fc) with the exception that the weighting factor a was dependent
on VEGF (equation (2)). Sensitivity to guidance cues fromcollagen
therefore decreased as cells entered areas of higher VEGF
concentration. The probability of moving in any given direction
(P
i) is therefore a function of both collagen (Cc) and VEGF (Cv)
concentrations and is given by the following equations:
Fv ¼ð 1 þ CvÞ
b ð1Þ













3. Only one cell can occupy one grid node at any given time.
4. Cells secrete a ﬁxed amount of collagen at each time step, which
can act as a guidance cue for the secreting cell or other cells. The
concentration of collagen at nodes occupied with cells therefore
increases at a rate proportional to the frequency at which the node
is occupied. The collagen secreted by cells decays throughout the
simulation at a rate ﬁve times slower than the rate of its secretion
by cells.
5. Cell division is contact-inhibited such that only cells with one
neighbour are allowed to divide.
AllsimulationswereperformedusingMatlab(version7.2,MathWorks).
Supplementary information
Supplementary information is available at the Molecular Systems
Biology website (www.nature.com/msb).
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